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LINE DRAGON IN FIGHT TO STOP IMPOSTERS
Vows to Protect Consumers
January 22, 2018 - Lancaster, PA - When Daniel Stoltzfus, owner of Line Dragon,
LLC, patented his Line Dragon machine, he knew he had revolutionized the industry.
The Line Dragon machine provides an innovative mechanized manner to handle concrete
hoses in pours for building floors and other similar concrete installations where the
concrete is pumped into the installation site. Without question, the Line Dragon
machines remain the most effective and efficient manner in which to handle concrete
hoses. Inferior competitive machines cannot match the flexibility and durability of the
Line Dragon machines in operation.
The United States Patent and Trademark Office recognized the innovative
technology introduced by Line Dragon when it issued U.S. Patent No. 8,312,957 on
November 20, 2012 for a machine for moving concrete hoses. Customers of Line Dragon
have quickly come to realize that the technology used in the Line Dragon products are
vastly superior to the competition. So much so, that some competitors have resorted to
mimicking Line Dragon’s patented technology in order compete, even using infringing
trademarks to confuse consumers.
But Line Dragon isn’t about to sit idly by and allow competitors to fool consumers
into purchasing products which do not incorporate the superior technology of Line
Dragon. Daniel Stoltzfus has charged Somero Enterprises, Inc. out of Fort Myers, Florida
with patent infringement of the Line Dragon patent. Last week, Line Dragon sent cease
and desist letters to five of Somero Enterprises’ dealers, including Brundage Bone of
Denver, CO, Bierschbach of Dickinson, ND, Jobsite Supply of Indianapolis, IN, Lincoln
Contractors Supply, Inc. of Milwaukee, WI and Hammersmith Equipment of Travers City
and Grand Rapids, WI.
Selling and utilizing products with patent infringing technology can be a major
problem for dealers. The granting of a patent in the United States entitles the owner to
charge any infringer who manufactures, sells, uses or imports a device that is covered by
one or more claims of the granted patent. That means a dealer can be held liable for
selling Somero products in addition to Somero itself. Line Dragon stands committed to
enforcing the law against Somero in order to protect potential consumers.
“It’s about consumers,” admits Stoltzfus. “Consumers deserve to know what they
are paying for. Having the latest technology improves efficiency, which directly
improves the bottom line. Line Dragon products are unsurpassed in their ability to make
the job easier and more efficient. In this economy, you can’t settle for less. I don’t intend
to let my competitors trick consumers. If you want the best, it’s Line Dragon only.”
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